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About Looper Insights
“Users can only see 5% of available content and they scroll through even less.”

Our innovative solution tracks products across Connected TV devices and web stores in 
order to ensure compliance and maximize visibility to increase revenue, maximize 
merchandising opportunities and track competitors.

Our Looper Labs use our proprietary hardware and software solution to capture & interpret 
data from any Smart TV, Set Top Box, Games Console or Streaming device.

AI algorithms convert the UI into data, providing key insights on where content is placed 
and promoted, and for how long. 

Vizibility™ - Product data from any connected 
platform to grow users and viewing.

Compliance - Monitor the availability, pricing and 
artwork for your products.

Optimization - Understand and achieve better 
Placement Value for your Apps & Titles.



Use Case
Public Service Organisation

How are the different Apps and Titles performing across the different digital platforms 
and storefronts regionally or on a per country basis? 

Streaming services must dedicate at least 30% of their output to TV shows and films 
made in Europe according to the AVSMD. What content is localised to the country in 
which the service is being provided? 

Looper Insights provides data on App and Title performance on the digital platforms, 
including Media Placement Value. Our technology can also audit each service to show 
the country of production for each title through automated metadata collection, the 
latter is not present on this report but can be provided in future reports.



Introduction
This report will be showing the Top 5 Entertainment Apps in terms of merchandising performance, according to the following 4 metrics: 

● Total Share of Voice - Total amount of spots on a Connected TV Device*

● Medium Above the Fold (MATF) placements - A spot in rows 1-10 and columns 1-10 on a Connected TV Device

● True Above the Fold (TATF) placements - A spot that is instantly visible on a Connected TV Device with no scrolling

● Media Placement Value (MPV) - The proportional value of a media placement according to its position on the digital shelf

All data has been gathered across the following Connected TV Devices in France: 

● Free
● PlayStation 4
● Apple TV
● LG TV
● Samsung TV
● Orange
● Xbox One

All data has been gathered from the 1st until the 31st of December 2021.

Row

Column

* Connected TV Devices are hardware devices that can connect to each other via the internet, such as a Smart TVs, Set Top Boxes, Games Consoles or Streaming devices.



Share of Voice %
December 1st - 31st 2021

● Prime Video was the highest performing App in terms of 
Share of Voice % due to the fact it obtained the highest % of 
space relative to the spots available on any of the 
Connected TV Devices, with 13.67% on PlayStation 4.

● Prime Video also held the second highest % of space 
relative to the spots available on LG TV, Samsung TV and 
Free.

● Prime Video’s New Release title ‘The Wheel of Time’ was 
the title most featured across all Connected TV Devices, 
with a total of 63 placements and therefore is responsible 
for Prime Video’s leading Share of Voice %.

● Disney+ and Apple TV+, with an almost identical Share of 
Voice %, came in second and third place for their 
performance, both holding 1 of the top 4 highest %’s of 
space relative to the spots available on any of the 
Connected TV Devices at 8.83% and 10.33% respectively.

The Share of Voice % is calculated according to how many spots an App has 
in comparison to the total number of spots available on the tracked 

Connected TV Device.



Share of Voice Score
December 1st - 31st 2021

The Share of Voice score is calculated from the frequency and placement of 
an App or Title across the tracked Connected TV Device. For Total Share of 

Voice, these placements have the lowest scoring as they are the least 
valuable.

● Apple TV+ was the highest performing App mainly due to the 
fact that it held the 2 highest amount of spots on its own 
platform, Apple TV, and Samsung TV at 1,259 and 850 
respectively. No other App held over 804 spots on any other 
Connected TV Device.

● On Apple TV, Apple TV+’s most featured title was New 
Release TV series ‘Foundation’ with a total of 86 spots.

● Disney+ and Prime Video came second and third, being the 
Apps to hold the following 6 highest number of spots on an 
individual Connected TV Device. 

● Prime Video held the third highest number of spots on any 
Connected TV Device with 804 on Samsung TV, Disney+ 
coming fourth with 735 on LG TV.

● DAZN takes the place of Canal+ with a higher Share of Voice 
Score, holding a total of 85 spots across all Connected TV 
Devices vs Canal+’s holding 14 spots despite its higher Share 
of Voice % on the devices where it is featured.



Medium Above the Fold % 
December 1st - 31st 2021

The Medium Above the Fold (MATF) % is calculated according to how many 
spots an App has, that can be seen in rows and columns 1-10 in comparison 
to the total number of Medium Above the Fold spots available on the tracked 

Connected TV Device.

● Prime Video was the highest performing App in terms of 
MATF % due to the fact it obtained the highest % of MATF 
spots relative to the MATF spots available on any of the 
Connected TV Devices, with 13.27% on PlayStation 4.

● Prime Video also held the second highest % of MATF spots 
relative to the spots available on any of the Connected TV 
Devices, with 13.15% on Samsung TV.

● Prime Video’s New Release title ‘The Wheel of Time’ was 
the title that held the most MATF placements across all 
Connected TV Devices by far. With a total of 42 it was 
responsible for Prime Video’s leading MATF %. The next 
leading title’s, ‘Hanna’ and ‘PSG O Ville Lumiere, 50 ans de 
legende’ only held 18 spots each.

● The Connected TV Device with the most MATF features for 
Prime Video was Samsung TV with a total of 172 spots, 
Apple TV following with 112 and PlayStation 4 with 80.



Medium Above the Fold Score
December 1st - 31st 2021

The Medium Above the Fold (MATF) score is calculated from the frequency 
and placement of an App or Title within rows and columns 1-10 across the 

tracked Connected TV Device. Medium Above the Fold placements have the 
second highest scoring as they can be found sooner by a user within each 

digital storefront.

● Apple TV+ gained the highest MATF score mainly due to the 
fact that it held the highest amount of MATF spots on its 
own platform, Apple TV, with a total of 412 spots. 

● Disney+ and Prime Video came second and third in 
performance, being the Apps to hold the following 4 highest 
number of MATF spots on an individual Connected TV 
Device. 

● The second highest number of MATF spots is held by 
Disney+ on Apple TV, however, the total is under half of 
Apple TV+’s with 192 spots.

● On Apple TV, Apple TV+’s most featured title was New 
Release TV series ‘Foundation’ with a total of 68 spots. 54 
of these spots were featured on Apple TV.



True Above the Fold %
December 1st - 31st 2021

The True Above the Fold (TATF) % is calculated according to how many spots 
an App has, that can be seen immediately without any scrolling in comparison 

to the total number of spots available on the digital storefronts that can be 
seen immediately.

● Netflix was the highest performing App in terms of TATF % 
due to the fact it obtained the highest TATF spots relative to 
the TATF spots available on any of the Connected TV 
Devices, with 24.44% on PlayStation 4.

● The App that gained the second highest TATF % was nearly 
half of Netflix’s percentage with 13.93%, which was Apple 
TV+ on Apple TV.

● Netflix’s New Release 2nd Season of ‘The Witcher’ was the 
title that held the most TATF placements across all 
Connected TV Devices, with a total of 11 spots. The title 
was featured 6 times on PlayStation 4 and 5 times on Xbox 
One.

● Disney+ came closely behind Netflix, being most featured in 
a TATF spot on PlayStation 4 with a TATF % of 12.22%. The 
title that held the majority of this TATF % was New Release 
movie ‘Hawkeye’ with 8 spots.



True Above the Fold Score
December 1st - 31st 2021

The True Above the Fold (TATF) score is calculated from the frequency and 
placement of an App or Title that can be seen immediately without scrolling 
across the tracked Connected TV Device. True Above the Fold placements 

have the highest scoring as they are seen immediately with no scrolling 
required when a user enters the digital storefront.

● Netflix gained the highest TATF score, holding the highest 
amount of TATF spots than any other App holds on a single 
Connected TV Device. The App had a total of 44 TATF spots 
on PlayStation 4. 

● Disney+ came close behind with its TATF Score, being 
featured twice in the top 5 Apps to hold the most 
placements on a single Connected TV Device. On Apple TV 
and PlayStation 4, Disney+ held 25 and 22 TATF spots 
respectively.



Media Placement Value
December 1st - 31st 2021

Media Placement Value (MPV) is the proportional value of a media placement 
according to its position on the digital shelf.

● With a total of 2,228 spots across all devices, 572 MATF 
spots and 64 TATF spots, Apple TV+ attained the highest 
MPV throughout December. 

● Disney+ followed closely behind with a total of 1,397 spots 
across all devices, 453 MATF spots and a significantly 
higher 85 TATF spots.

● Prime Video comes third with a total of 1,535 spots across 
all devices, 437 MATF spots and 53 TATF spots.

● Apple TV+’s most featured title was New Release TV series 
‘Foundation’ with 110 spots, New Release movie ‘Finch’ not 
far behind with 96 spots and New Release TV series 
‘Invasion’ with 90 spots.

● Disney+’s most featured title was the June 2021 released, 
animated movie ‘Luca’ with 88 spots, Prime Video’s New 
Release TV series ‘The Wheel of Time’ grabbing 63 spots.


